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Effect of speed restriction often unknown

Speed is an important risk factor in traffic safety

Higher chance to be involved

Less time to react

Longer stopping distance

Higher severity

Higher kinetic energy

Restriction of speed limit as a traffic safety measure



Speed restriction at Flemish roads, 

in order to positively influence traffic safety

Speed restriction at Flemish regional roads from 90 to 70 km/h 

in 2001-2002

Four main criteria:

No cycle paths or paths next to the roadways

Presence of obstacles close to the roadways

Roadways located outside the built-up area but 

- high building density, 

- high number of vulnerable road users

Occurrence of several severe crashes

No additional measures
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Before-after study with a comparison group

Research group

61 locations; total length of 116 km

16 different municipalities in Limburg (Flanders, Belgium)

Speed limit restriction in 2001 or 2002

Exclusion of locations with other speed-influencing measures

Comparison group

19 locations; total length of 53 km

Province of Limburg

Speed limit of 90 km/h

Exclusion of locations with other speed-influencing measures
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Characteristics crash rates

Flemish geo-coded crash data available from 1996-2007

Research period: 

Distinction according to severity of crash

Injury crashes

All crashes with at least a slightly injured person

Severe crashes

Only crashes with serious injuries and fatalities

No inclusion of property-damage only crashes

Distinction according to localization: road section vs. intersection

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Before period=5 years After period=6 years

Before period=6 years After period=5 years

Restriction in 2001

Restriction in 2002



Mean crash rates per 

km in the research and 

comparison group 

from 1996 to 2007, 

both for injury crashes 

and more severe 

crashes

Strongest decrease in severe crashes,

at research locations
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Results of meta-analysis

Index of effectiveness [95% confidence interval]

* Significant at the 5% level



Limited decrease for total research group

Non-significant results

Opposite effect at intersections

Increase of injury crashes vs. limited decrease in severe crashes

Clear decrease at road sections

Significant decrease from 11 to 36%

Higher effect on severe crashes

Highest effects on severe crashes,

and at road sections
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Limited results can be explained by different factors

Results show limited effect size, possible explanations:

- Actual speed behavior vs. legally imposed speed limits

- Increase in variance of travel speeds � occurrence other type of 

crashes



Higher effectiveness at road sections 

compared to intersections 

Increase at intersections

Crashes at intersection less influenced by speed, causation rather 

related to maneuvers 

� Possible explanation for not finding a decrease

Higher variance in travel speeds

� Possible explanation for increase
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from 90 to 70 km/h

Evaluation of 61 locations that knew a speed limit restriction 

from 90 to 70 km/h

Before- after comparison of crashes, with control for trend

Analyses showed limited decrease in crash rates

Higher effect for severe crashes

Higher effect for crashes that occurred at road sections
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